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Abstract 
In this paper, a new classification algorithm on one-class classification of mechanical faults based on support vector data description 
(SVDD) was proposed. The outlier objects can be distinguished from target objects if the information of the target class is available 
without knowing the outlier class by this algorithm. The machine condition can be monitored only using normal condition signals by 
applying this method to mechanical condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. It is unnecessary for this method to pre-process the 
signals to extract their features. The experimental results show that this algorithm has stronger classification ability and higher 
efficiency than conventional classification method of neural network. 
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1. Introduction 
In one-class classification, there is only one-class, so it needs only one kind of information, which can constitute the 
device of one-class classification. In other word, the outlier objects can be distinguished from target objects if the 
information of the target class is available without knowing the outlier class. In fault diagnosis of mechanical equipment, 
it is easy to get data objects under normal operational state, but is difficult to gain the fault objects [1]. By applying the 
method of one-class classification, the one-class fault classification can be built, and to recognize to the operational state 
of the machine, which only depending on the data samples in normal operational state, but not need the fault samples. 
There are several methods to solve the problem of one-class classification, such as the density-estimation, the 
boundary, and the re-generation method [2]. The boundary includes K-Centers, Nearest Neighbour method (NNd) and 
support vector data description-SVDD. The SVDD has been applied in recognizing talkers successfully [3]. In this article, 
a study and application SVDD-based in mechanical fault Diagnosis is discussed, and the arithmetic of SVDD is 
introduced and validated by experiment of librating signal in bearing of rotor test-bet. 
2. The Arithmetic Of SVDD[4] 
SVDD is a one-class classification that advanced by David M.J.Tax in recent years. Its theory basic is support vector 
machine, which proposed by V.Vapnik[5]. The basic idea of data description is assuming the object as a whole, and to 
build up a area  which is so closed and well-knit that can include so much object that belongs to this kind as possible 
or at all, but the objects that don’t belong to this kind are not included in this area or as little as possible, and as shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  One-class classification sketch-ma 
Assuming there are n describing data {xi}, i=1,2,...,n, which need to construct the target object of one-class 
classification. The aim is to seek a smallest super spheroid, which can be figured by center a, and radial R to cover all the 
xi. The super spheroid should meet the following relationship: 
2min R    ni ,...,1                          (1) 
The restrictive condition: 22 Ri ax  
In order to enhance its robustness, the slack variables 0i , ni ,...,1  is introduced, and the formula (1) can be 
changed: 
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The restrictive condition: 0,22 iii Rax  
C is an appointed constant, which can control the chastising degree of wrong-decompose objects, and can split the 
difference between the proportion of wrong- decompose objects and the complexity of arithmetic. The above problem 
can be transformed into Lagrange extremes problem: 
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In this formula: ,0i  ,0i  both of them are Lagrange modulus. ji xx  is the inside accumulate. With each 
object ix , there is corresponding only one pair of Lagrange modulus i  and i  to meet it. After transforming, the 
optimise target function above Lagrange can be expressed to: 
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The formula (4) is a problem of two times optimizations, which can conclude the best value *i  though seek the 
smallest value *i . In actual calculation, most of i  are 0, and only few of them are bigger than 0. The object i  that 
is not equal to 0 can be defined as support vector, and only the few support vectors can determine the value of a  and R, 
and the other non support vectors are neglected in compute for i  that belongs to that is equal to 0. So this method has 
higher computing efficiency, which can be validated by latter experiment. The radial of super spheroid R can be reached 
though the below formula with a support vector quantity kx : 
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For a new object z, judge it belong to target object or not by formula (6): 
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If that formula (6) can be established, we can safely conclude the object z belongs to target object, in other word, we 
can accept this class. Other wise, we reject this class for the object doesn’t belong to target object. 
In above computing, the inner-multiplicative operation of vector ji xx  is applied. Based on the theoretic that 
V.Vapnik proposed[5], the inner-multiplicative operation could be instead of nucleus function ),( jiK xx , and achieve 
the mapping from low-dimension to high- dimension, and translate the non-linear problem of low- dimension into the 
linear problem of high-dimension. After the nucleus function ),( jiK xx  is introduced, the target optimize function (4) 
was transformed into: 
n
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And the decision-making function was transformed to: 
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Accordingly, the inner-multiplicative operation in formula (5) is instead of nucleus function ),( jiK xx . 
The nucleus functions in common-use are[5]: 
Linear nucleus function yxyx ),(K             (9) 
Multinomial nucleus function 
( ) ( 1) , 1,2,...dK dx,y x y              (10) 
Radical-base nucleus function 
)
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3. The Application Of SVDD One-Class Classification 
The one-class classification method is applied to the experiment of bearing fault diagnosis. On the laboratory 
platform, there are passel known-fault bearings and non-fault bearings, and using sensor to record the signal of vibration 
acceleration, which the fault types include inside-track damnification, outside-track damnification roll damnification and 
complex fault. The one-class classification is made up by using 40 non fault data objects ( 1,..., 40)ix i  as training 
object, and the object data length (i.e. vector dimension) is 1024, and computing with original data without distilling the 
characteristic. 
After one-class classification is built up (i.e. obtaining the parameter of *i , a  and R ), we can classify the new 
object by formula (8). In this experiment, the classification is validated by using 60 tested objects ( 1, 2,...,60)k kz , 
in which there are 30 fault objects (No.1~30) and 30 non-fault objects (No.31~60). The distance from the every object to 
the center of classification side a  is: 
40
1
40
1,1
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i ji
jijiikikkk KKKR xxxzzz   (12) 
( 22 RRkk ) is expressed the classificat- ion result of objects kz . If 0k , then the object kz  doesn’t belong 
to target object, i.e. 
kz  is a fault object. If 0k , then the object kz  belongs to target object, i.e. kz  is a non-fault 
object. The Figure 2 expresses that there are three different kings of nucleus functions regard to the classification result of 
the 60 test objects respectively (Fig.2 (a) is linear nucleus function, Figure 2 (b) is 2nd-Multinomial nucleus function and 
Fig.2 (c) is 2nd-Radical-base nucleus function). 
In Figure 2, the one-class classification based on those nucleus function can separate the fault objects from non-fault 
objects (in Figure 2, the points are classified as No.1-30 and No.31-60 according to the value of ), and the best 
classification result of the radical-base nucleus function can be obtained, which can separate the two kind of objects with 
longer distance and the distance among the same kind of object is very short. But the classification result of the 
multinomial nucleus function is worse. And also, the decentralization ratio of fault object classes is bigger and the 
distinction of k  in Figure is bigger, but the decentralization ratio of normal object classes is less and the distinction of 
k  in Figure is small. 
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Figure 2.  The classify result of three nucleus function 
Also, we can classify the same objects data by artificial neural network (ANN), in order to compare with SVDD. 
When constituting neural network, the number of input layer nodes is equal to the vector dimension d of inputting study 
objects, and the number of middle hidden layer nodes is 2d+1, and the number of output layer nodes is 1 [6]. So, their 
original features data must be extracted. Other wise, the structure of network is very enormous, and the time which costs 
to training and classification is very long, by applying the original data to computing directly. 
There are some common statistics in extracting the time-region respectively: peak-peak value (M), standard 
difference (S), average equal root (R), absoluteness average (P), deflexion degree (
eK ) and kurtosis ( uK ). They can 
make up eigenvector ix . 
)]()()()()()([ iuieiiiii xKxKxPxRxSxMx     (13) 
By applying three-layer BP network as the input vector of neural network, and the study algorithm adopt the self-
adapting adjustment study-rate algorithm. The function of the network activation is: 
1
)2exp(1
2)(
x
xf                      (14) 
The comparing result of classification between neural network and SVVD is shown in Figure 3, in which the 
rhombus point indicates the classification result of SVDD and the crossing point indicates the classification result of 
neural network. The two kinds of class objects can be distinguished easily by the SVDD method, but the neural network 
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cannot (in Fig.3, the crossing point cannot classify two kinds bases on the value of ). The SVDD method uses the 
method of figure 2(b), which called the radical-base nucleus function. 
Then comparing the computing efficiency, using the same computer (CPU: PIII800MHz, RAM: 128MB) in the 
experiment, and finishing the model training and classify the test objects to the same 40 training objects and 60 testing 
objects. The time that all kinds of methods cost is shown in table 1. 
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Figure 3.  Comparing of SVDD and ANN method 
TABLE I.  COMPARING THE COMPUTING TIME BETWEEN THE METHOD OF SVDD AND NEURAL NETWORK 
Classification Method t/s 
SVDD-Linear nucleus function 
SVDD-2nd Multinomial nucleus function 
SVDD-2nd Radical-base nucleus function 
BP neural network 
 2.314 
 2.243 
 2.734 
19.108 
The big different inefficiency between the method of SVDD and neural network is shown in Table 1. The average 
computing time of SVDD method is less than three seconds, which include the whole time of model training and classify 
the 60 objects. After model training, the time of single objects classification is less than 0.1 second, and the efficiency 
can satisfy with the demand of monitor online. 
4. Conclusions 
This article discussed the one-class classification method based on SVDD, which can distinguish the outer object 
from target object when there is only one kind of study object. In mechanical equipment system, the normal objects are 
easy to obtain, but the fault object is often difficult to get, or it is to gain at large cost. Applying SVDD method, , so. The 
monitor and diagnosis of equipment operational status was realized which depending on the data signals of normal 
operational status. This method has a significant popularization value and extensive application foreground in fault 
diagnosis. By comparing with the classification method of neural network, this method has multi-advantages, such as 
easier algorithm, stronger classification effect and higher computing efficiency, so it can fully satisfy with the demand of 
monitor online. It is hopeful to solve the problem of insufficient fault samples in intelligent monitoring and diagnosis for 
mechanical equipment system by the SVDD method 
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